HOW TO CONSTRUCT A "LITTLE WONDER" PEANUT PILLOW (Revised)

The pattern can be found here http://littlewonder.org.au/cgi-bin/download.cgi

1) Cut four pieces using your pattern

2) Place the 4 pieces together in sets of two with right sides together, sew seam 1/4" from edge, sew across one side as shown in the photo, I have marked just above each sewing line with a black marker
3) Place the two sew pieces right sides together, you now need to sew across the top between the two yellow headed pins

4) Shows the sewing line, outlined with a black marker
5) Now you need to sew along the bottom of the two pieces from the yellow headed pin under the top line of sewing as shown in the photo, all the way around until you reach the next pin, this will leave an opening on either end of the pillow to allow for turning and stuffing.

6) This shows all 4 panels sewn together, all four panels are now one, the pins show one of the stuffing/turning.
7) You now need to carefully turn the peanut pillow right side out through one of the gaps you made in step 1.
(peanut pillow is now completely turned right side out)

8) I gave the pillow a light iron so it's easier for you to see the next step but you can just smooth it out by hand, finger press your sewn seams flat and line them up to successfully complete this step, but for tutorial purposes I ironed the sewn seams flat to make the step clearer
9) Line up the end points and then line up the top and bottom sewn seams, this will require folding in a concertina fashion so the panels sit flat onto each other.

10) Fold the pillow in half longways to find the centre, marked with the pink headed pin, then put a pin either side of the centre, approx 2cm or 3/4" either side, the yellow headed pins mark your next sewing lines.
11) Now sew a rectangle through all layers that were previously marked with the yellow headed pins as shown below

12) Now you need to find the stuffing holes, you have one on either end of the pillow
13) Both ends now require stuffing with fibre fill

14) Filling one end with fibre fill, make sure you get it into the corners
(Filling of one end is complete, now stuff the other end)

15) Hand stitch both filling holes with double thread
Your Peanut Pillow is now complete and ready for use

This tutorial was written by "SEW PREM" using the pattern from Little Wonder

No peanuts were used, killed or injured in the process of making this peanut pillow

The pattern can be found here http://littlewonder.org.au/cgi-bin/download.cgi

Please do not sell any pillows made from this pattern, all items should be made for donation purposes